NOVUS Attenzia complete, with TSS adaption

- Smart designed LED desk-top luminaire with slim aluminium support arm and internal cable routing for illuminating the entire work space
- The luminaire can be dimmed to any level and switches off automatically.
- Extremely high luminaire luminous flux of max. 1708 lm for perfect illumination
- Extremely energy efficient at luminaire efficiency with 83,3 lm/W
- Good colour recognition thanks to high colour rendering index of 86 (>80)
- Action radius: 726mm
- Cable length: approx. 2 m
- Classy aluminium finish with anodised and galvanised surfaces
- This luminaire contains built-in LED lamps
- Luminaire suitable for light sources of energy classes A, A+ and A++
- Lamps cannot be replaced within the light

The value indicates the scope of the product in mm

Novus offers a warranty of 5 years when handled in a proper manner.

This product meets the requirements of the EC Directive on General Product Safety.

ENEC certified

The quality statement „German Engineering“ ensures that a product was developed according to German quality standards by our engineering experts. All Novus products carrying the „German Engineering by Novus“ signet are manufactured in our own plants around the world by our own workforce, managed and supervised by our headquarters in Germany.
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